Existing graph-based ranking methods for keyphrase extraction compute a single importance score for each word via a single random walk. Motivated by the fact that both documents and words can be represented by a mixture of semantic topics, we propose to decompose traditional random walk into multiple random walks specific to various topics. We thus build a Topical PageRank (TPR) on word graph to measure word importance with respect to different topics. After that, given the topic distribution of the document, we further calculate the ranking scores of words and extract the top ranked ones as keyphrases. Experimental results show that TPR outperforms state-of-the-art keyphrase extraction methods on two datasets under various evaluation metrics.
Introduction
Keyphrases are defined as a set of terms in a document that give a brief summary of its content for readers. Automatic keyphrase extraction is widely used in information retrieval and digital library (Turney, 2000; Nguyen and Kan, 2007) . Keyphrase extraction is also an essential step in various tasks of natural language processing such as document categorization, clustering and summarization (Manning and Schutze, 2000) .
There are two principled approaches to extracting keyphrases: supervised and unsupervised. The supervised approach (Turney, 1999) regards keyphrase extraction as a classification task, in which a model is trained to determine whether a candidate phrase is a keyphrase. Supervised methods require a document set with human-assigned keyphrases as training set. In Web era, articles increase exponentially and change dynamically, which demands keyphrase extraction to be efficient and adaptable. However, since human labeling is time consuming, it is impractical to label training set from time to time. We thus focus on the unsupervised approach in this study.
In the unsupervised approach, graph-based ranking methods are state-of-the-art (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004) . These methods first build a word graph according to word co-occurrences within the document, and then use random walk techniques (e.g., PageRank) to measure word importance. After that, top ranked words are selected as keyphrases.
Existing graph-based methods maintain a single importance score for each word. However, a document (e.g., news article or research article) is usually composed of multiple semantic topics. Taking this paper for example, it refers to two major topics, "keyphrase extraction" and "random walk". As words are used to express various meanings corresponding to different semantic topics, a word will play different importance roles in different topics of the document. For example, the words "phrase" and "extraction" will be ranked to be more important in topic "keyphrase extraction", while the words "graph" and "PageRank" will be more important in topic "random walk". Since they do not take topics into account, graph-based methods may suffer from the following two problems:
1. Good keyphrases should be relevant to the major topics of the given document. In graphbased methods, the words that are strongly connected with other words tend to be ranked high, which do not necessarily guarantee they are relevant to major topics of the document.
2. An appropriate set of keyphrases should also have a good coverage of the document's major topics. In graph-based methods, the extracted keyphrases may fall into a single topic of the document and fail to cover other substantial topics of the document.
To address the problem, it is intuitive to consider the topics of words and document in random walk for keyphrase extraction. In this paper, we propose to decompose traditional PageRank into multiple PageRanks specific to various topics and obtain the importance scores of words under different topics. After that, with the help of the document topics, we can further extract keyphrases that are relevant to the document and at the same time have a good coverage of the document's major topics. We call the topic-decomposed PageRank as Topical PageRank (TPR).
In experiments we find that TPR can extract keyphrases with high relevance and good coverage, which outperforms other baseline methods under various evaluation metrics on two datasets. We also investigate the performance of TPR with different parameter values and demonstrate its robustness. Moreover, TPR is unsupervised and languageindependent, which is applicable in Web era with enormous information.
TPR for keyphrase extraction is a two-stage process:
1. Build a topic interpreter to acquire the topics of words and documents.
2. Perform TPR to extract keyphrases for documents.
We will introduce the two stages in Section 2 and Section 3.
Building Topic Interpreters
To run TPR on a word graph, we have to acquire topic distributions of words. There are roughly two approaches that can provide topics of words: (1) Use manually annotated knowledge bases, e.g., WordNet (Miller et al., 1990) ; (2) Use unsupervised machine learning techniques to obtain word topics from a large-scale document collection. Since the vocabulary in WordNet cannot cover many words in modern news and research articles, we employ the second approach to build topic interpreters for TPR.
In machine learning, various methods have been proposed to infer latent topics of words and documents. These methods, known as latent topic models, derive latent topics from a large-scale document collection according to word occurrence information. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003 ) is a representative of topic models. Compared to Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) (Landauer et al., 1998) and probabilistic LSA (pLSA) (Hofmann, 1999) , LDA has more feasibility for inference and can reduce the risk of over-fitting.
In LDA, each word w of a document d is regarded to be generated by first sampling a topic z from d's topic distribution θ (d) , and then sampling a word from the distribution over words φ (z) that characterizes topic z. In LDA, θ (d) and φ (z) are drawn from conjugate Dirichlet priors α and β, separately. Therefore, θ and φ are integrated out and the probability of word w given document d and priors is represented as follows:
where K is the number of topics.
Using LDA, we can obtain the topic distribution of each word w, namely pr(z|w) for topic z ∈ K. The word topic distributions will be used in TPR. Moreover, using the obtained word topic distributions, we can infer the topic distribution of a new document (Blei et al., 2003) , namely pr(z|d) for each topic z ∈ K, which will be used for ranking keyphrases.
Topical PageRank for Keyphrase Extraction
After building a topic interpreter to acquire the topics of words and documents, we can perform keyphrase extraction for documents via TPR. Given a document d, the process of keyphrase extraction using TPR consists of the following four steps which is also illustrated in Fig 2. Perform TPR to calculate the importance scores for each word with respect to different topics.
3. Using the topic-specific importance scores of words, rank candidate keyphrases respect to each topic separately.
4. Given the topics of document d, integrate the topic-specific rankings of candidate keyphrases into a final ranking, and the top ranked ones are selected as keyphrases.
Constructing Word Graph
We construct a word graph according to word cooccurrences within the given document, which expresses the cohesion relationship between words in the context of document. The document is regarded as a word sequence, and the link weights between words is simply set to the co-occurrence count within a sliding window with maximum W words in the word sequence. It was reported in (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004 ) the graph direction does not influence the performance of keyphrase extraction very much. In this paper we simply construct word graphs with directions. The link directions are determined as follows. When sliding a W -width window, at each position, we add links from the first word pointing to other words within the window. Since keyphrases are usually noun phrases, we only add adjectives and nouns in word graph.
Topical PageRank
Before introducing TPR, we first give some formal notations. We denote G = (V, E) as the graph of a document, with vertex set V = {w 1 , w 2 , · · · , w N } and link set (w i , w j ) ∈ E if there is a link from w i to w j . In a word graph, each vertex represents a word, and each link indicates the relatedness between words. We denote the weight of link (w i , w j ) as e(w i , w j ), and the out-degree of vertex w i as O(w i ) = j:w i →w j e(w i , w j ).
Topical PageRank is based on PageRank (Page et al., 1998) . PageRank is a well known ranking algorithm that uses link information to assign global importance scores to web pages. The basic idea of PageRank is that a vertex is important if there are other important vertices pointing to it. This can be regarded as voting or recommendation among vertices. In PageRank, the score R(w i ) of word w i is defined as
where λ is a damping factor range from 0 to 1, and |V | is the number of vertices. The damping factor indicates that each vertex has a probability of (1 − λ) to perform random jump to another vertex within this graph. PageRank scores are obtained by running Eq. (2) iteratively until convergence. The second term in Eq. (2) can be regarded as a smoothing factor to make the graph fulfill the property of being aperiodic and irreducible, so as to guarantee that PageRank converges to a unique stationary dis-tribution. In PageRank, the second term is set to be the same value 1 |V | for all vertices within the graph, which indicates there are equal probabilities of random jump to all vertices.
In fact, the second term of PageRank in Eq. (2) can be set to be non-uniformed. Suppose we assign larger probabilities to some vertices, the final PageRank scores will prefer these vertices. We call this Biased PageRank.
The idea of Topical PageRank (TPR) is to run Biased PageRank for each topic separately. Each topic-specific PageRank prefers those words with high relevance to the corresponding topic. And the preferences are represented using random jump probabilities of words.
Formally, in the PageRank of a specific topic z, we will assign a topic-specific preference value p z (w) to each word w as its random jump probability with w∈V p z (w) = 1. The words that are more relevant to topic z will be assigned larger probabilities when performing the PageRank. For topic z, the topic-specific PageRank scores are defined as follows:
(3) In Fig. 1 , we show an example with two topics. In this figure, we use the size of circles to indicate how relevant the word is to the topic. In the PageRanks of the two topics, high preference values will be assigned to different words with respect to the topic. Finally, the words will get different PageRank values in the two PageRanks.
The setting of preference values p z (w) will have a great influence to TPR. In this paper we use three measures to set preference values for TPR:
• p z (w) = pr(w|z), is the probability that word w occurs given topic z. This indicates how much that topic z focuses on word w.
• p z (w) = pr(z|w), is the probability of topic z given word w. This indicates how much that word w focuses on topic z.
• p z (w) = pr(w|z) × pr(z|w), is the product of hub and authority values. This measure is inspired by the work in (Cohn and Chang, 2000) .
Both PageRank and TPR are all iterative algorithms. We terminate the algorithms when the number of iterations reaches 100 or the difference of each vertex between two neighbor iterations is less than 0.001.
Extract Keyphrases Using Ranking Scores
After obtaining word ranking scores using TPR, we begin to rank candidate keyphrases. As reported in (Hulth, 2003) , most manually assigned keyphrases turn out to be noun phrases. We thus select noun phrases from a document as candidate keyphrases for ranking.
The candidate keyphrases of a document is obtained as follows. The document is first tokenized. After that, we annotate the document with partof-speech (POS) tags 1 . Third, we extract noun phrases with pattern (adjective) * (noun)+, which represents zero or more adjectives followed by one or more nouns. We regard these noun phrases as candidate keyphrases.
After identifying candidate keyphrases, we rank them using the ranking scores obtained by TPR. In PageRank for keyphrase extraction, the ranking score of a candidate keyphrase p is computed by summing up the ranking scores of all words within the phrase: R(p) = w i ∈p R(w i ) (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004; Wan and Xiao, 2008a; Wan and Xiao, 2008b) . Then candidate keyphrases are ranked in descending order of ranking scores. The top M candidates are selected as keyphrases.
In TPR for keyphrase extraction, we first compute the ranking scores of candidate keyphrases separately for each topic. That is for each topic z we compute
By considering the topic distribution of document, We further integrate topic-specific rankings of candidate keyphrases into a final ranking and extract top-ranked ones as the keyphrases of the document. Denote the topic distribution of the document d as pr(z|d) for each topic z. For each candidate keyphrase p, we compute its final ranking score as follows:
After ranking candidate phrases in descending order of their integrated ranking scores, we select the top M as the keyphrases of document d.
Experiments

Datasets
To evaluate the performance of TPR for keyphrase extraction, we carry out experiments on two datasets. One dataset was built by Wan and Xiao 2 which was used in (Wan and Xiao, 2008b) . This dataset contains 308 news articles in DUC2001 (Over et al., 2001 ) with 2, 488 manually annotated keyphrases. There are at most 10 keyphrases for each document. In experiments we refer to this dataset as NEWS.
The other dataset was built by Hulth 3 which was used in (Hulth, 2003) . This dataset contains 2, 000 abstracts of research articles and 19, 254 manually annotated keyphrases. In experiments we refer to this dataset as RESEARCH.
Since neither NEWS nor RESEARCH itself is large enough to learn efficient topics, we use the Wikipedia snapshot at March 2008 4 to build topic interpreters with LDA. After removing non-article pages and the articles shorter than 100 words, we collected 2, 122, 618 articles. After tokenization, stop word removal and word stemming, we build the vocabulary by selecting 20, 000 words according to their document frequency. We learn LDA models by taking each Wikipedia article as a document. In experiments we learned several models with different numbers of topics, from 50 to 1, 500 respectively. For the words absent in topic models, we simply set the topic distribution of the word as uniform distribution.
Evaluation Metrics
For evaluation, the words in both standard and extracted keyphrases are reduced to base forms using Porter Stemmer 5 for comparison. In experiments we select three evaluation metrics.
The first metric is precision/recall/F-measure represented as follows,
where c correct is the total number of correct keyphrases extracted by a method, c extract the total number of automatic extracted keyphrases, and c standard the total number of human-labeled standard keyphrases.
We note that the ranking order of extracted keyphrases also indicates the method performance. An extraction method will be better than another one if it can rank correct keyphrases higher. However, precision/recall/F-measure does not take the order of extracted keyphrases into account. To address the problem, we select the following two additional metrics.
One metric is binary preference measure (Bpref) (Buckley and Voorhees, 2004) . Bpref is desirable to evaluate the performance considering the order in which the extracted keyphrases are ranked. For a document, if there are R correct keyphrases within M extracted keyphrases by a method, in which r is a correct keyphrase and n is an incorrect keyphrase, Bpref is defined as follows,
The other metric is mean reciprocal rank (MRR) (Voorhees, 2000) which is used to evaluate how the first correct keyphrase for each document is ranked. For a document d, rank d is denoted as the rank of the first correct keyphrase with all extracted keyphrases, MRR is defined as follows,
where D is the document set for keyphrase extraction. Note that although the evaluation scores of most keyphrase extractors are still lower compared to other NLP-tasks, it does not indicate the performance is poor because even different annotators may assign different keyphrases to the same document.
Influences of Parameters to TPR
There are four parameters in TPR that may influence the performance of keyphrase extraction including: (1) window size W for constructing word graph, (2) the number of topics K learned by LDA, (3) different settings of preference values p z (w), and (4) damping factor λ of TPR.
In this section, we look into the influences of these parameters to TPR for keyphrase extraction. Except the parameter under investigation, we set parameters to the following values: W = 10, K = 1, 000, λ = 0.3 and p z (w) = pr(z|w), which are the settings when TPR achieves the best (or near best) performance on both NEWS and RESEARCH. In the following tables, we use "Pre.", "Rec." and "F." as the abbreviations of precision, recall and F-measure.
Window Size W
In experiments on NEWS, we find that the performance of TPR is stable when W ranges from 5 to 20 as shown in Table 1 . This observation is consistent with the findings reported in (Wan and Xiao, 2008b ).
Size Pre.
Rec. Table 1 : Influence of window size W when the number of keyphrases M = 10 on NEWS.
Similarly, when W ranges from 2 to 10, the performance on RESEARCH does not change much. However, the performance on NEWS will become poor when W = 20. This is because the abstracts in RESEARCH (there are 121 words per abstract on average) are much shorter than the news articles in NEWS (there are 704 words per article on average). If the window size W is set too large on RESEARCH, the graph will become full-connected and the weights of links will tend to be equal, which cannot capture the local structure information of abstracts for keyphrase extraction.
The Number of Topics K
We demonstrate the influence of the number of topics K of LDA models in Table 2. Table 2 shows the results when K ranges from 50 to 1, 500 and M = 10 on NEWS. We observe that the performance does not change much as the number of topics varies until the number is much smaller (K = 50). The influence is similar on RESEARCH which indicates that LDA is appropriate for obtaining topics of words and documents for TPR to extract keyphrases. Table 2 : Influence of the number of topics K when the number of keyphrases M = 10 on NEWS.
Damping Factor λ
Damping factor λ of TPR reconciles the influences of graph walks (the first term in Eq. (3)) and preference values (the second term in Eq. (3)) to the topic-specific PageRank scores. We demonstrate the influence of λ on NEWS in Fig. 2 . This figure shows the precision/recall/F-measure when λ = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 and M ranges from 1 to 20. From this figure we find that, when λ is set from 0.2 to 0.7, the performance is consistently good. The values of Bpref and MRR also keep stable with the variations of λ.
Preference Values
Finally, we explore the influences of different settings of preference values for TPR in Eq.(3). In Table 3 we show the influence when the number of keyphrases M = 10 on NEWS. From the table, we observe that pr(z|w) performs the best. The similar observation is also got on RESEARCH.
In keyphrase extraction task, it is required to find the keyphrases that can appropriately represent the topics of the document. It thus does not want to extract those phrases that may appear in multiple topics like common words. The measure pr(w|z) assigns preference values according to how frequently that words appear in the given topic. Therefore, the common words will always be assigned to a relatively large value in each topic-specific PageRank and finally obtain a high rank. pr(w|z) is thus not a good setting of preference values in TPR. In the contrast, pr(z|w) prefers those words that are focused on the given topic. Using pr(z|w) to set preference values for TPR, we will tend to extract topic-focused phrases as keyphrases.
Pref
Pre. Rec. Table 3 : Influence of three preference value settings when the number of keyphrases M = 10 on NEWS.
Comparing with Baseline Methods
After we explore the influences of parameters to TPR, we obtain the best results on both NEWS and RESEARCH. We further select three baseline methods, i.e., TFIDF, PageRank and LDA, to compare with TPR. The TFIDF computes the ranking scores of words based on words' tf idf values in the document, namely R(w) = tf w × log(idf w ). While in PageRank (i.e., TextRank), the ranking scores of words are obtained using Eq.(2). The two baselines do not use topic information of either words or documents. The LDA computes the ranking score for each word using the topical similarity between the word and the document. Given the topics of the document d and a word w, We have used various methods to compute similarity including cosine similarity, predictive likelihood and KL-divergence (Heinrich, 2005) , among which cosine similarity performs the best on both datasets. Therefore, we only show the results of the LDA baseline calculated using cosine similarity.
In Tables 4 and 5 we show the comparing results of the four methods on both NEWS and RESEARCH. Since the average number of manual-labeled keyphrases on NEWS is larger than RESEARCH, we set M = 10 for NEWS and M = 5 for RESEARCH. The parameter settings on both NEWS and RESEARCH have been stated in Section 4.3.
Method
Pre. Rec. From the two tables, we have the following observations. First, TPR outperform all baselines on both datasets. The improvements are all statistically significant tested with bootstrap re-sampling with 95% confidence. This indicates the robustness and effectiveness of TPR.
Second, LDA performs equal or better than TFIDF and PageRank under precision/recall/Fmeasure. However, the performance of LDA under MRR is much worse than TFIDF and PageRank, which indicates LDA fails to correctly extract the first keyphrase earlier than other methods. The reason is: (1) LDA does not consider the local structure information of document as PageRank, and (2) LDA also does not consider the frequency information of words within the document. In the contrast, TPR enjoys the advantages of both LDA and TFIDF/PageRank, by using the external topic information like LDA and internal document structure like TFIDF/PageRank.
Moreover, in Figures 3 and 4 we show the precision-recall relations of four methods on NEWS and RESEARCH. Each point on the precision-recall curve is evaluated on different numbers of extracted keyphrases M . The closer the curve to the upper right, the better the overall performance. The results again illustrate the superiority of TPR.
Extracting Example
At the end, in Table 6 we show an example of extracted keyphrases using TPR from a news article with title "Arafat Says U.S. Threatening to Kill PLO Officials" (The article number in DUC2001 is AP880510-0178). Here we only show the top 10 keyphrases, and the correctly extracted ones are marked with "(+)". We also mark the number of correctly extracted keyphrases after method name like "(+7)" after TPR. We also illustrate the top 3 topics of the document with their topicspecific keyphrases. It is obvious that the top topics, on "Palestine", "Israel" and "terrorism" separately, have a good coverage on the discussion objects of this article, which also demonstrate a good diversity with each other. By integrating these topic-specific keyphrases considering the proportions of these topics, we obtain the best performance of keyphrase extraction using TPR.
In Table 7 we also show the extracted keyphrases of baselines from the same news article. For TFIDF, it only considered the frequency properties of words, and thus highly ranked the phrases with "PLO" which appeared about 16 times in this article, and failed to extract the keyphrases on topic "Israel". LDA only measured the importance of words using document topics without considering the frequency information of words and thus missed keyphrases with high-frequency words. For example, LDA failed to extract keyphrase "political assassination", in which the word "assassination" occurred 8 times in this article.
Related Work
In this paper we proposed TPR for keyphrase extraction. A pioneering achievement in keyphrase extraction was carried out in (Turney, 1999) which regarded keyphrase extraction as a classification task. Generally, the supervised methods need manually annotated training set which is time-consuming and in this paper we focus on unsupervised method. (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004) , graph-based ranking methods are becoming the most widely used unsupervised approach for keyphrase extraction. Litvak and Last (2008) applied HITS algorithm on the word graph of a document for keyphrase extraction. Although HITS itself worked the similar performance to PageRank, we plan to explore the integration of topics and HITS in future work. Wan (2008b; 2008a ) used a small number of nearest neighbor documents to provide more knowledge for keyphrase extraction. Some methods used clustering techniques on word graphs for keyphrase extraction (Grineva et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2009 ). The clustering-based method performed well on short abstracts (with F-measure 0.382 on RESEARCH) but poorly on long articles (NEWS with F-measure score 0.216) due to two non-trivial issues: (1) how to determine the number of clus- ters, and (2) how to weight each cluster and select keyphrases from the clusters. In this paper we focus on improving graph-based methods via topic decomposition, we thus only compare with PageRank as well as TFIDF and LDA and do not compare with clustering-based methods in details.
TPR (+7)
In recent years, two algorithms were proposed to rank web pages by incorporating topic information of web pages within PageRank (Haveliwala, 2002; Nie et al., 2006) . The method in (Haveliwala, 2002) , is similar to TPR which also decompose PageRank into various topics. However, the method in (Haveliwala, 2002 ) only considered to set the preference values using pr(w|z) (In the context of (Haveliwala, 2002) , w indicates Web pages). In Section 4.3.4 we have shown that the setting of using pr(z|w) is much better than pr(w|z). Nie et al. (2006) proposed a more complicated ranking method. In this method, topical PageRanks are performed together. The basic idea of (Nie et al., 2006) is, when surfing following a graph link from vertex w i to w j , the ranking score on topic z of w i will have a higher probability to pass to the same topic of w j and have a lower probability to pass to a different topic of w j . When the inter-topic jump probability is 0, this method is identical to (Haveli-wala, 2002) . We implemented the method and found that the random jumps between topics did not help improve the performance for keyphrase extraction, and did not demonstrate the results of this method.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we propose a new graph-based framework, Topical PageRank, which incorporates topic information within random walk for keyphrase extraction. Experiments on two datasets show that TPR achieves better performance than other baseline methods. We also investigate the influence of various parameters on TPR, which indicates the effectiveness and robustness of the new method.
We consider the following research directions as future work.
1. In this paper we obtained latent topics using LDA learned from Wikipedia. We design to obtain topics using other machine learning methods and from other knowledge bases, and investigate the influence to performance of keyphrase extraction.
2. In this paper we integrated topic information in PageRank. We plan to consider topic information in other graph-based ranking algorithms such as HITS (Kleinberg, 1999) .
3. In this paper we used Wikipedia to train LDA by assuming Wikipedia is an extensive snapshot of human knowledge which can cover most topics talked about in NEWS and RESEARCH. In fact, the learned topics are highly dependent on the learning corpus. We will investigate the influence of corpus selection in training LDA for keyphrase extraction using TPR.
